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San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants finally win at Coors as panic sets franchise hit record 

Henry Schulman 

 

DENVER - He choked up on the bat. That is all he did, accept a tip that Little League coaches 

give their runny-nosed rugrats, and it helped Joe Panik break a franchise record shared by a Hall 

of Famer. 

Panik had five hits in Wednesday night's 11-3 victory over the Rockies to go with three Monday 

and four Tuesday, making him the first Giant to collect 12 hits in a three-game series. 

He broke a record of 11 that Freddie Lindstrom established in 1928. Eventual Hall of Famer Bill 

Terry matched it a year later and no Giant did it again until Mike Benjamin in 1995 as part of his 

big-league-record spree of 14 hits in three games spread over two series. 

Panik also was the first major-leaguer with 12 hits in a three-game series since Boston's Jerry 

Remy in 1981. 

Panik raised his average 18 points to .285 wit ha homer, three doubles and eight singles against 

the Rockies. When he stood at first base after his eighth-inning single Wednesday - No. 11 in 

the series -- someone inside the Rockies dugout made him laugh by yelling, "Tony Gwynn." 
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That name came up in the visiting manager's office as well after the Giants finally won a game 

at Coors Field in their final chance this year after nine losses. 

"I was fortunate enough to play with and manage Tony Gwynn," Bruce Bochy said. "He had 

some great series, but I don't recall him having a series like this. It's amazing what Joe did." 

More amazing is how he did it. 

Panik noticed at home over the weekend the bat felt heavy, as it sometimes does in September. 

He told hitting coach Hensley Meulens, who suggested Panik choke up. 

Panik took the advice starting Monday and hit a long home run in his first at-bat of the series, 

which validated Meulens' advice and told Panik he can still pop the ball with his hands higher 

on the lumber. 

The bat felt lighter to Panik, making him more confident in his hands. That in turn allowed him 

to stay back longer and see the ball better. 

Panik probably was told to choke up before, on the sandlots of Hopewell Junction, N.Y. 

"Sometimes it's the simplest things," Panik said. "When it comes to hitting you can overanalyze 

things. We played the same game as Little Leaguers. Sometimes you've got to think 'basic' and 

not overdo it." 

Panik seemed overwhelmed by breaking a franchise record shared by a Hall of Famer (Terry) 

and Bochy's comparison to a different Hall of Famer (Gwynn). 

"Tony, he was one of the best ever, pure-hitting wise," Panik said. "It's special to hear that. I'm 

just trying to stay hot right now and keep the good feeling going." 

That is what any player wants in September, particularly on a team trying to avoid finishing with 

the worst record in the majors. The Giants held the distinction for one night before winning 

Wednesday. 
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Rookie Austin Slater, who was not sure he would play in 2017 again after tearing a muscle near 

his groin on July 7, worked his tail off to return with nearly four weeks left and ignited the 

Giants on Wednesday on the first big-league pitch he saw in nearly two months. 

Slater hit a two-out bases-loaded single in the first inning that scored two. The Giants built their 

lead to 5-0 in the fourth on a two-run single by Gorkys Hernandez, on his final night before 

turning 30, and Panik's RBI double. 

The offense kept rolling against the Colorado bullpen. Mac Williamson hit a pinch, opposite-

field home run in the seventh and Nick Hundley nearly cleared the bleachers in left with a two-

run homer in the eighth. 

Johnny Cueto held the Rockies to one run in five innings for his first win since June 30. Pitch 

count caught up to Cueto, but he said he finally feels like himself in a season marred by blisters 

and an elbow injury. 

"I feel a lot better because I've been able to place the pitches where I want to," he said. 

DENVER — He choked up on the bat. That is all he did, and now Joe Panik owns a franchise 

record that had been shared by a Hall of Famer. 

Panik had five hits Wednesday night to help the Giants rout the Rockies 11-3 and finally capture 

a game at Coors Field in their final chance this year after losing the first nine. 

The Giants’ stay at the bottom of the major-league standings was brief, lasting one day, 

because the Phillies lost in New York. 

Panik became the first Giant ever with 12 hits in a three-game series when he grounded a 

ninth-inning single to center field. The record had been 11, shared by Hall of Famer Bill Terry 

and Freddie Lindstrom from the New York days, as well as Mike Benjamin in 1995. 

Benjamin had 11 hits in a series at Wrigley Field as part of a record spree of 14 hits in three 

games spread over two series. 
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Johnny Cueto pitched five innings for his first win since June 30. 

Before the game, Panik said he told hitting coach Hensley Meulens the bat had started to feel 

heavy in his hands late in the season. Meulens suggested Panik choke up on the lumber. He did, 

just before the series began, homered in his first at-bat and added 11 hits to raise his average 

18 points to .285. 

Panik said the bat indeed has felt lighter this series. Asked if he might choke up permanently, 

which he ordinarily did only when he had two strikes, he said, “We’ll see how the month goes, 

how the bat feels in my hands.” 

The last Giant with double-digit hits in a three-game series was Pablo Sandoval, against 

Cincinnati in 2010. 

Sandoval made his own history Wednesday when he struck out as a pinch-hitter for his 38th 

consecutive hitless at-bat, establishing a San Francisco record that Johnnie LeMaster had held 

for 33 years with an 0-for-37. 

Another pinch-hitter, Mac Williamson, hit an opposite-field home run to give the Giants an 8-1 

lead in the seventh inning. Nick Hundley also had a two-run homer, in the eighth, after Panik’s 

fourth hit. 

The Giants built a rare 5-0 lead by the fifth inning on big hits by Austin Slater on the first big-

league pitch he saw in two months, Gorkys Hernandez and Panik. 

The score was 5-1 when Cueto left after five labor-intensive innings in his second start off the 

disabled list. Home-plate umpire Alan Porter might have cost Cueto an inning when he ruled 

that DJ LeMahieu foul-tipped a 2-2 pitch with two outs in the third inning. The replay showed 

otherwise. 

Cueto completed a scoreless inning but needed 14 more pitches to do it. 

Slater’s injury prognosis after he tore an adductor muscle in his groin on July 7 was eight to 12 
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weeks. He returned on the early end after going into his rehab unsure if he would play again in 

2017. He healed quickly enough to get nearly four more weeks of big-league time. 

“I’m pumped,” Slater said when he arrived from Sacramento on Tuesday. “It was my goal to get 

back this year. I did everything I could to push the limit. Obviously it paid off.” 

Slater understands, as all prospects do, that the evaluation for 2018 jobs is already on. 

“You’re constantly auditioning,” he said. “A lot can happen in the offseason, but I want to 

hopefully set myself up to be in the conversation for a starting job next year.” 

Slater needed one pitch from lefty Kyle Freeland to get rolling, lining a two-out single to center 

in the first inning with the bases loaded to score Panik and Pence. They became loaded when 

Nolan Arenado fumbled a show bouncer by Hundley for an error. 

Arenado errors are rare, so cashing them in is almost imperative. Slater got the two-out hit 

after Brandon Crawford struck out. 

The Giants chased Freeland in the fourth when Hernandez, on the eve of his 30th birthday, hit a 

two-run single off the tip of Arenado’s glove and Panik added an RBI double — his ninth hit of 

the series — to give the Giants a 5-0 lead. Kelby Tomlinson’s single started the rally. 

After Cueto allowed his lone run in the fifth, Panik gave the Giants a 6-1 lead with his second 

double of the game. Crawford perfectly placed a flyball on the chalk in short left to get Panik 

home. 

Henry Schulman is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. 

Email: hschulman@sfchronicle.comTwitter: @hankschulman 

Panik’s series 

Joe Panik enjoyed a series for the ages in Denver. The Giants’ second baseman set a franchise 

record with 12 hits in the three-game set: 
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Day AB H RBI 

Monday 4 3 2 

Tuesday 5 4 1 

Wednesday 6 5 2 

Totals 15 12 5 

 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants’ Joe Panik on verge of strange home run record 

Henry Schulman 

 

DENVER - Second baseman Joe Panik is on the verge of setting a San Francisco record. All he 

need do is not hit a home run in any of the 11 remaining games at AT&T Park. 

Panik matched a career high with his 10th home run Monday night. All have been on the road. 

The most a San Francisco Giant hit without one at home was six, by first baseman Todd 

Benzinger in 1993. He played his home games at Candlestick Park. 

"There's a stat for everything," Panik said dismissively Tuesday when told of the record he has 

in hand, as long as he goes homerless at home. "For me, it doesn't matter whether you're at 

home or on the road when you hit home runs. You play 162 games. Wherever you hit the ball, 

you hit the ball." 

And boy, has Panik hit the ball since he told Hensley Meulens the bat was starting to feel heavy 

in his hands this late in the season and the hitting coach suggested an adjustment simple 

enough for Little Leaguers to understand. Meulens suggested Panik choke up on the bat. 

He started doing it Monday and hit a homer in his first at-bat, then two singles. On Tuesday 

night he a double and three singles to raise his average to .278. 
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"I'm very encouraged how he's come back from that concussion," manager Bruce Bochy said. 

"He's driving the ball, swinging for power and using the whole field. He's obviously seeing the 

ball well. It's hard to swing better than he's doing." 

Panik is not sure if he will choke up permanently, which he ordinarily did at times with two 

strikes. 

"We'll see how the month goes, how the bat feels in my hands," he said. 

Posey better: Bochy said Buster Posey still has a swollen right ring finger from the foul tip he 

took in the eighth inning Tuesday night, although the hand has improved. 

Posey did not start Wednesday. The Giants are off Thursday. Bochy hopes Posey will be 

improved sufficiently by Friday to play first base or DH in the opener of three against the White 

Sox in Chicago. 

Scoring change: The Giants successfully petitioned Major League Baseball to change a scoring 

decision from Monday's 4-3 loss. Mac Williamson's dropped flyball in the ninth inning, which 

led to the winning run, was changed from a Charlie Blackmon double to a Williamson error, 

which made the run against Steven Okert unearned 

Henry Schulman is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. 

On deck 

Thursday 

Off 

Friday 

at White Sox 

5:10 p.m. NBCSBA 

Moore (4-13) vs. 

Giolito (2-1) 
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Saturday 

at White Sox 

4:10 p.m. NBCSBA 

Samardzija (9-12) vs. Shields (2-6) 

Leading off 

Prospect honor: San Jose pitcher Shaun Anderson, acquired in the Eduardo Nuñez trade with 

Boston, won the final California League Pitcher of the Week award after he held Inland Empire 

to one hit over six innings. 

 

 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

Joe Panik, Pablo Sandoval have contrasting record-setting nights as Giants finally win at Coors 

Field 

Andrew Baggarly 

 

DENVER – By clout or by drought, Joe Panik and Pablo Sandoval both scrawled their names into 

the Giants’ record books in an 11-3 victory at Coors Field Wednesday night. 

First, the drought: Sandoval struck out as a pinch hitter to extend his hitless streak to 38 

consecutive at-bats and break the San Francisco-era franchise record that Johnnie LeMaster 

had held since 1984. 

Now the clout: Panik matched the major league record in the live-ball era with 12 hits in a 

three-game series, and conjured memories of more luminous names in franchise lore. 

In two weeks’ time, Panik has gone from the concussion list to unconscious at the plate. He 

sprayed hits to every corner of Coors Field while going 3 for 4 on Monday, 4 for 5 on Tuesday 

and then added two doubles and three singles in six at-bats on Wednesday. 

His final single up the middle in the ninth inning capped a 5-for-6 night and broke the previous 

franchise record of 11 hits in a three-game series — one that Hall of Famer Freddie Lindstrom 

set in 1928, Hall of Famer Bill Terry matched in 1929, and Mike Benjamin also equaled when he 

memorably went 11 for 16 at Wrigley Field in 1995. 

 (Panik still would need five hits on Friday against the White Sox to match Benjamin’s major 

league record of 14 hits in three consecutive games.) 
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Giants manager Bruce Bochy thought of another Hall of Famer as he watched Panik seek every 

seam and gap in the Rockies defense – a player he knew so dearly and so well in his decades 

with the San Diego Padres. 

“Tony Gwynn is the greatest base hit guy I’ve ever seen, and Joe, the series he had, that’s what 

it reminded me of,” Bchy said. “Everything he hit, he hit on the barrel and found holes. When 

he didn’t, he hit it out or hit a gapper. It was quite a display of hitting, and it did remind me of 

Tony.” 

Panik said that as he stood on first base after his final two hits, several Rockies players were 

yelling Gwynn’s name at him from the dugout. 

“I tell you what, it’s very special,” Panik said. “Any time you can put yourself in Giants history, 

with all the Hall of Famers and special players over the years, it’s definitely incredible.” 

It is incredible any time a player can add 18 points to his average in a September series. Panik 

arrived here hitting .267. He departed hitting  .285. He credited a suggestion from hitting coach 

Hensley “Bam Bam” Meulens, who advised him to choke up a half-inch to lighten up the bat 

and gain some bat speed. 

“It’s funny. A simple thing like that …” Panik said. “We’re playing the same game as Little 

Leaguers. Sometimes you’ve got to make sure you don’t overthink it. 

“I have the opportunity to get back out there and be healthy, and we’ve all talked about playing 

for each other, and you want to finish strong. So to get on a little hot streak is never a bad 

thing.” 

This was the kind of little hot streak that required helicopters dropping flame retardant. The 

Giants rallied in the ninth to get Panik one more at-bat, and he came through with the record 

breaker. He became the fourth big leaguer with 12 hits in a three-game series since 1876, and 

the first since Boston’s Jerry Remy in 1981. 

And here’s proof that baseball is a savage game: Panik also became the first Giant with 10 hits 

in a three-game series since Sandoval did it against the Cincinnati Reds in 2010. 

Sandoval must have watched Panik’s at-bats like a kid with his nose pressed against the bakery 

window. 

The struggling switch hitter came off the bench in the sixth inning to hit for Johnny Cueto, 

waggled his bat and rocked his weight forward. 

Here was the most unexpected part of Sandoval’s strikeout: the player who spent a decade 
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swinging at everything, whose eye-hand coordination knew no limitations, who could barrel up 

pitches at neck level or on his shoe tops or so far outside that a canoe paddle would serve him 

better, instead watched as the third strike popped into the catcher’s mitt. 

Sandoval broke the franchise record that LeMaster had so fittingly held since 1984. LeMaster 

was such a light-hitting infielder that he once wore “BOO” on the back of his jersey in response 

to heckling fans. 

It is hard to envision Sandoval in a Giants uniform much longer, even if the Giants can have him 

for the minimum salary for the next two years. But prior to the game, Bochy hinted that the 

experiment would continue, and that Sandoval, after getting a day off against a left-handed 

pitcher at Coors Field, would return to the lineup Friday in a road series opener against the 

Chicago White Sox. 

First, the Giants will have a day off to savor their only victory in 10 games at Coors Field this 

season. Johnny Cueto struck out seven while spinning five encouraging innings in a ballpark 

where pitchers often have trouble gripping the ball to win for the first time since June 30. 

The lineup didn’t suffer on a night when Buster Posey got the day off because of a hand 

contusion. Austin Slater ripped a two-out, bases-loaded single on the first big league pitch he’d 

seen in two months, Mac Williamson launched a pinch home run and Panik did his part to fuel 

every rally. 

Bochy credited Slater’s two-run hit in the first inning with loosening up a club that had gotten 

its dauber down in this ballpark. 

“Oh, talk about a load off the shoulders,” Bochy said. “Yeah, it’s been a rough go for us in this 

ballpark. It’s good not to get skunked here. I guess if you won one, it’s good that it’s the last one 

and you can create a good memory.” 

It is easily overlooked on a team with so many core players signed to long-term contracts, but 

Panik has the most to gain financially from shoring up his numbers in September. He’ll be 

arbitration-eligible for the first time – he missed qualifying last year by a few weeks of service 

time – and every little bit helps in negotiations. 

Panik also knows this: Giants executive vice president Brian Sabean and GM Bobby Evans have 

said that they will have to be creative as they seek to salvage rather than scuttle a last-place 

roster to contend in 2018 – and that means listening to trade overtures for players they 

consider part of their core. 

With no long-term salary obligations weighing down his value, Panik would be among the more 
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flexible and attractive assets that other clubs would seek to acquire as the Giants try to address 

a glaring need in center field, the left side of the bullpen and a lineup that lacks right-handed 

power. 

Those salary obligations – the Giants have more than $100 million committed even as far away 

as the 2020 season — also make Panik’s prospects hazy for a multiyear contract. 

“I try not to think about it, but obviously it’s in the back of your mind,” Panik said prior to the 

game. “You see how the roster is constructed. … When it comes down to it, I’m really happy 

here. I love the Bay Area. My wife loves the Bay Area. If something happens in the offseason, 

then it happens. 

“I’m really just trying to keep playing hard because when it comes down to it, I’m a competitor. 

I don’t want to give an inch to anyone.” 

 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

How long will the Giants endure the Pablo Sandoval experiment? 

Andrew Baggarly 

 

UPDATE: Sandoval struck out looking on four pitches as a pinch hitter for Johnny Cueto in the 

sixth inning. His 0-for-38 streak is the longest hitless stretch by a Giant since the team moved to 

San Francisco in 1958. 

DENVER – The Giants have one last chance to avoid going winless at Coors Field this season. 

Pablo Sandoval, who knows something about empty trips, is not in the lineup Wednesday. He is 

toting an 0-for-37 streak that matches the San Francisco-era franchise record set by Johnnie 

LeMaster in 1984 and is nine short of Eugenio Velez’s major league mark for a non-pitcher. 

But Giants manager Bruce Bochy indicated that Sandoval would get another shot Friday when 

the club begins an interleague series with the White Sox in Chicago. 

Sandoval, who also is just 6 for 87 from the right side over the last three seasons, was going to 

rest on Wednesday regardless because left-hander Kyle Freeland is starting for the Rockies. 

“The plan was to get him two days, and get him back to where he was when he first got here,” 

Bochy said. “He was swinging the bat well.” 

Sandoval is drifting and there is too much movement in his swing, Bochy said. The former 

franchise star declined to speak with reporters after he made the final out of Tuesday’s 9-6 loss 

but was in good spirits Wednesday prior to batting practice. He played music in the clubhouse, 
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chatted excitedly with Johnny Cueto and made a show of dragging his bat on the ground as he 

went up the stairs to the dugout. 

At some point, though, the Giants will need to see some production to warrant keeping 

Sandoval around much longer this month, to say nothing of 2018. 

— 

Buster Posey also is out of the lineup and could be limited to first base and designated hitter in 

Chicago over the weekend, Bochy said. 

Posey is day to day after taking a foul tip off his right ring finger in the eighth inning Tuesday. 

— 

Major League Baseball announced a scoring change from Monday’s game, reversing Charlie 

Blackmon’s double and giving an error to left field Mac Williamson. Bochy was none too happy 

about the original scoring decision; the Giants requested that the league review it. 

The misplay led to the winning run, which scored on a bases-loaded walk. 

 

 

 

MLB.com 

Widespread Panik: Joe sets Giants’ hit record 

Chris Haft 

 

DENVER -- Joe Panik knows what it's like to be compared to Hall of Famers. 

On Wednesday, he learned what it's like to surpass them. 

Full Game Coverage 

Panik established a franchise record with 12 hits in the Giants' three-game series against the 

Rockies, which concluded with a 5-for-6 performance by the second baseman in San Francisco's 

11-3 victory at Coors Field. 

Panik stroked a ninth-inning single to eclipse Hall of Famers Bill Terry (1929) and Freddie 

Lindstrom (1928) and unheralded infielder Mike Benjamin (1995), who each collected 11 hits in 

a three-game set. 
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"Anytime you can put yourself in Giants history -- the amount of Hall of Famers and special 

baseball players that played over the years -- to be mentioned with them and have a record is 

definitely incredible," Panik said. 

The last Major League player with 12 or more hits in a three-game series was the Red Sox's 

Jerry Remy, who went 12-for-19 against the Mariners from Sept. 3-5, 1981. 

Before being linked to Terry and Lindstrom, Panik had experience with being linked to an all-

time great. With his diving stop of Eric Hosmer's ground ball and his subsequent scoop 

to Brandon Crawford to start a third-inning double play in Game 7 of the 2014 World Series at 

Kansas City, Panik was likened to legendary Giants center fielder Willie Mays, whose catch of 

Vic Wertz's drive set the tone in the 1954 Fall Classic. 

This time, Panik moved his manager, Bruce Bochy, to do something he almost never does. 

Bochy cited Tony Gwynn, the Hall of Famer and eight-time National League batting champion, 

in describing the form Panik maintained in his 12-for-15 binge against the Rockies that included 

three doubles, a home run and five RBIs. 

"It's a simple swing, a short swing," Bochy said. "I compare it a little bit [to] Tony Gwynn, the 

greatest base-hit guy I've ever seen. This series that [Panik] had, that's what he reminded me 

of. Everything he hit, he hit on the barrel and found holes. And when he didn't, he hit it out or 

hit a gapper. It was quite a display of hitting. But it did remind me of Tony." 

Panik, whose five hits matched a career high previously reached Sept. 9, 2014, against Arizona, 

echoed the description of "being in the zone" that's common to successful athletes as he 

conveyed his feeling in the batter's box. 

"Everything's slow and it's allowing me to see the ball really well," Panik said. "I feel like I'm in 

control of the at-bat." 

Panik certainly remained in control of the bat, period. He began choking up on his bat to gain 

more control of it after the Giants' previous series against St. Louis, when he went 2-for-15. 
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MLB.com 

Cueto cruises, gets a lot of support at Coors 

Chris Haft and Max Gelman 

 

DENVER -- Giants starter Johnny Cueto resembled his old self for five innings, flustering a 

slumping Rockies offense, while Joe Panik went 5-for-6 and set a franchise record for hits in a 

three-game series in an 11-3 victory at Coors Field on Wednesday night. 

• Panik sets Giants' record with 12 hits in 3-game set 

The Rockies managed just a run off Cueto, coming in the fifth. Carlos Gonzalez -- a career .343 

hitter against Cueto entering Wednesday -- batted in the three-hole to try to spark the offense. 

Though he reached base three times in Cueto's five innings, and went 2-for-2 overall, no other 

Rockies batter reached more than once against him. 

With the loss, the Rockies' lead in the race for the second National League Wild Card fell to two 

games as the Cardinals beat the Padres to leapfrog the Brewers. The Brewers lost to the Reds 

and remained 2 1/2 games behind. 

"We're concerned with what we do, we're not concerned with what other teams do," Rockies 

manager Bud Black said. "We have to play our game. Today we didn't pitch well. Cueto shut us 

down for five innings and they stretched the lead on us." 

Rockies starter Kyle Freeland had his shortest start not interrupted by injury, giving up five runs 

(three earned) in 3 1/3 innings. Freeland struggled with his efficiency for the second straight 

start, needing 74 pitches against the Giants. The young lefty said his fastball command has been 

off lately and he needs to fix that to reverse his recent rough patch. Over his past five starts, he 

has an ERA of 5.40. 

"This happens to the best players, they go through ruts," Freeland said. "Right now I'm in one 

and I've just got figure out how to get myself out of it as quick as possible and learn from my 

mistakes. ... It's not a wall that you hit, that's something you've got to figure out." 

MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 

No reason to Panik: Panik had a series for the history books, becoming the first player in Giants 

history with 12 hits in a three-game series. The previous record was 11 by Mike Benjamin, from 

June 13-15, 1995, against the Reds. Panik also had the hit that chased Freeland, lacing an RBI 

double to left field in the fourth. 
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"I feel like I'm in control of the at-bat," Panik said. 

Arenado's rare miscue costly: Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado has won a Rawlings Gold 

Glove Award in each of his first four seasons, but committed an uncharacteristic fielding error 

in the first. Giants catcher Nick Hundley grounded a potential double-play ball right to Arenado, 

but it skipped under his glove to load the bases. The error led to two unearned runs on a hit 

by Austin Slater, and the Giants never trailed. 

• Arenado confident he'll snap out of skid soon 

"I thought his hit was one that did a lot for the ballclub," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said of 

Slater, who played his first game since a groin injury July 7. "We had a tough time getting it 

going early, and we got it from him." QUOTABLE 

"It's good not to get skunked here." -- Bochy, after the Giants broke a 10-game losing streak at 

Coors Field dating back to last seasonSOUND SMART WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

Pablo Sandoval reached a new level of Giants infamy. Though he didn't start, Sandoval struck 

out pinch-hitting in the sixth, setting a franchise hitless streak record at 0-for-38 since the team 

moved to San Francisco. 

WHAT'S NEXT 

Giants: Following a scheduled off-day -- their first of four consecutive free Thursdays -- the 

Giants will open a three-game Interleague series Friday against the White Sox at Guaranteed 

Rate Field. Matt Moore, who thrived during his American League days against the White Sox (4-

1, 1.45 ERA in five starts), will get the ball for the Giants in the 5:10 p.m. PT encounter. 

Rockies: The Rockies head to Los Angeles for a four-game series starting at 8:10 p.m. MT on 

Thursday. Jon Gray will make his second start of the season vs. the Dodgers. Gray faced L.A. on 

April 8 before his foot injury, giving up one run on four hits in 5 1/3 innings. He'll oppose 

Dodgers ace Clayton Kershaw at Dodger Stadium. 

 

 

 

MLB.com 

Giants hoping Posey (finger) returns Friday 

Chris Haft 

 

DENVER -- Catcher Buster Posey was out of the Giants' starting lineup in Wednesday's 11-3 

win over the Rockies, though manager Bruce Bochy expressed hope that the five-time All-Star's 

right hand will be healed enough to enable him to play in Friday's Interleague series opener 

against the White Sox. 

Posey sustained a painful bruise during Tuesday's eighth inning when a foul tip hit by 
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Colorado's DJ LeMahieu struck him on the fourth finger of his right hand. 

Full Game Coverage 

Bochy said that though he could envision Posey playing Friday, "That's not a guarantee." 

The Giants' skipper acknowledged that Posey, who's batting a team-high .318, might play first 

base or serve as the designated hitter if he starts Friday in Chicago. 

• While Posey didn't play because he was hurting, third baseman Pablo Sandovalbegan 

Wednesday's game on the bench because he's slumping. 

Sandoval's hitless streak grew to 37 at-bats Tuesday night as he went 0-for-4 in a 9-6 loss to the 

Rockies. Sandoval matched Johnnie LeMaster's 1984 mark for the longest hitless streak by a 

Giants position player since the franchise moved to San Francisco in 1958. Sandoval then broke 

that record by striking out as a pinch-hitter Wednesday. 

Due to Thursday's scheduled off-day, Sandoval would essentially receive a two-day break -- 

which might clear his head, Bochy surmised. 

"We'll see if we can get him back to where he was when he came up," Bochy said. Sandoval 

recorded four multiple-hit efforts in a five-game stretch Aug. 18-22. 

 

 

 

MLB.com 

Moore, Giants head to Chicago to face Sox 

Chris haft 

 

It's about time for the Giants and White Sox, a pair of richly historic franchises, to begin making 

memories with each other on the field. 

The teams simply haven't faced each other enough in Interleague Play over the years -- Chicago 

leads the series, 7-3 -- to generate a compelling rivalry. However, they're more than capable of 

combining for some nifty drama. In their most recent meeting at U.S. Cellular Field, on June 18, 

2014, the Giants scored four run in the final three innings before Chris Sale and the White Sox 

held on for a 7-6 triumph. 
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Full Game Coverage 

Otherwise, the defining Giants-White Sox event was a nine-player trade July 31, 1997. The 

Giants replenished their pitching staff by obtaining Wilson Alvarez, Danny Darwin and Roberto 

Hernandez for Brian Manning, Lorenzo Barcelo, Mike Caruso, Keith Foulke, Bob Howry and Ken 

Vining. The White Sox were only three games out of first place when the deal was made, 

causing it to be known as the "White Flag Trade" -- a reference to the proven veteran pitchers 

the White Sox jettisoned. 

Three things to know about this game 

• Matt Moore, who will start Friday's series opener for the Giants, has struggled all season. 

However, the left-hander is 4-1 with a 1.45 ERA in five lifetime starts against the White Sox. 

Moore will oppose White Sox righty Lucas Giolito, who will face San Francisco for the first time 

in his young career. On Sunday, Giolito struck out 10 Rays over seven sharp innings of one-run 

ball in a 6-2 victory. 

• Right-hander Jeff Samardzija, who starts Saturday, has been looking forward to his return to 

the South Side. He pitched for the White Sox in 2015 before entering free agency and signing 

with the Giants. 

• San Francisco and Chicago are 7-10 and 4-13, respectively, against Interleague foes. 

 

 

 

CSNbayarea.com 

Has the game passed them by? Giants aim to join home run trend 

Alex Pavlovic 

 

DENVER — When hitting prospects are called up by the Giants and they visit the home batting 

cage for the first time, they’re confronted by a strange sight: a yellow rope running alongside 

the side of the cage. The rope is meant to show the best launch angle for hitting home runs at 

AT&T Park based on data collected by the front office and dissected by the coaching staff.  

The Giants are not blind to the fact that the game seems to have passed them by. It’s a home-

run-happy sport this season, and the Giants have just 112. They’re 24 homers behind the next 

lowest team, the Pirates. 
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There’s only so much you can do with veterans. Buster Posey has made adjustments to tweak 

his fly ball percentage, and he has seen his slugging percentage jump accordingly. Brandon 

Crawford has made subtle changes lately and the results in the second half are dramatically 

different. For the most part, however, these Giants hitters are who they are.  

But can the next generation be different? Can the Giants join the home run craze, even in the 

most restrictive ballpark in the majors? 

Austin Slater will be a good test case, and Ryder Jones, Christian Arroyo and others are right 

behind him. When Slater went on the DL, hitting coach Hensley Meulens took a deep dive into 

the numbers and found a very low average launch angle that was 12 degrees below league 

average.  

In an interview that ran on this week’s Giants Insider Podcast, Meulens talked about 

adjustments some of the younger hitters need to make.  

“He’s way behind on launch angle compared to all major league hitters,” Meulens said of Slater. 

“We talked about that. He worked on it when he was coming back. I’m hoping that he catches 

on. He’s a bright guy.” 

Slater, a Stanford product, said he’s already trying to make changes.  

“It’s clear there’s room for improvement,” he said. “My (three) homers were all low line drives. 

If I get my launch angle up, you might see more consistency.” 

For Arroyo, Meulens said any swing adjustments will come after a change of approach. Arroyo 

showed some power during a hot start but he slumped to a .192 average.  

“He was swinging out of the zone a lot and they kept throwing it out of the zone," Meulens 

said. "Now, as he’s thinking about things as he’s (recovering from surgery), the adjustment he 

needs to make first is to get the ball back into the zone. And then he can work on other things 

mechanically.” 

A hand injury has kept Arroyo from getting at-bats this month, but Jones has soaked many of 

those up. He has two homers, two triples and five doubles in 111 at-bats, with several long foul 

balls to right that he wishes he could straighten out. AT&T Park is death on lefties, but it plays 

fair right down the line, and Jones is a pull hitter.  

“He’s got long arms to begin with and he’s a tall guy but he’s got a quick top hand, which jumps 

ahead of the bottom hand, and that’s why you see some of the balls hooking at the last minute 

and not staying fair,” Meulens said. “That’s the quality he has, that he can pull the ball. We’d 

like to see more guys come up and be able to do that because of our ballpark — that’s the 

shortest distance to hit home runs. Now he has to work on making sure that that top hand is 

not rolling over as he’s hitting the ball, or before. Keeping that top hand underneath all the way 

through and extending through the ball (will) keep those balls back-spun and straight.” 
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CSNbayarea.com 

Panik ties MLB record, reminds Bochy of Gwynn with 12 hits in three games 

Alex Pavlovic 

 

DENVER — With expanded rosters, Bruce Bochy has started mapping his lineups out days in 

advance. Before Tuesday’s game, he told Joe Panik and Brandon Crawford that one of them 

would be off for Wednesday’s series finale.  

Crawford told Bochy he felt fine physically and wanted to try and get a win before the Giants 

left Denver for the season. Panik let his bat do the talking.  

The second baseman had five hits in an 11-3 win over the Rockies Wednesday night, following 

three-hit and four-hit games. Panik tied a major league record with 12 hits in a three-game 

series, and he became the first big leaguer to do it since Boston’s Jerry Remy in 1981.  

The feat left Panik shaking his head and smiling. It left his manager comparing him to one of the 

all-time greats. 

“I’ll say this, I was lucky and fortunate to have played with and managed Tony Gwynn,” Bochy 

said, his eyes lighting up. “He had some great series, but I don’t recall him having a series like 

this ... Everything (Panik) hit, he hit on the barrel and found holes. When he didn’t, he hit it out 

(of the park) or hit a gapper. It was quite a display of hitting. It did remind me of Tony.” 

There’s no higher praise than that, and Panik is doing a pretty good Gwynn impression on the 

road this season. Away from AT&T Park’s harsh dimensions, Panik is hitting .342. His average at 

home is just .212, and it was a two-hit series against the Cardinals that had Panik contemplating 

changes.  

He went up to hitting coach Hensley Meulens before the first game of this series and told him 

his bat felt heavy over the weekend. Meulens spends hours every week looking at exit velocity 

data and launch angles and anything else Statcast spits out, but he suggested a very old-school 

tweak. Meulens told Panik to choke up on the bat. He homered in his first at-bat Monday and 

never cooled off.  

“I’m going to keep riding it,” Panik said of his approach. “It’s funny, it’s just a simple thing. It 

makes the bat lighter in your hands and it allows you to see the ball better. I’m going to keep 

doing it. Sometimes, it’s the simplest things. When it comes to hitting, you can overanalyze it. 

We’re playing the same game as in little league, and sometimes you’ve got to think basic.” 

Panik had a single in the first Wednesday and scored the game's first run. He had RBI doubles in 

the fourth and sixth. In the eighth, he hit a bouncer up the middle to tie Mike Benjamin’s 

franchise record for hits in a three-game series. As Panik ran to first, a Rockies player in the 

dugout yelled out that he was having a Tony Gwynn-type night. Panik smiled and chatted it up 

with first base coach Jose Alguacil, and it appeared his record run would end there. But this is 

Coors Field, and the Giants kept pouring it on. Panik got one more chance in the ninth and 
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bounced another single up the middle, raising his average to .285. It was .267 when the Giants 

landed in Denver.  

“Everything is slow,” Panik said of his at-bats. “It’s a good feeling to be in. Every time up I feel 

like I can be patient. I feel like I’m in control of the at-bat. It’s definitely a good feeling.” 

Panik knows it won’t last. It never does. But he has had this feeling in the past for a day or two 

at a time, and he’s happy to keep it going as long as he can.  

As he packed up Wednesday and prepared to leave Coors Field for the South Side, Panik said he 

was looking forward to getting a nice steak dinner with his wife on the day off. He was 

sketching out other plans, too.  

“I might go to the White Sox place and take a few cuts,” Panik said. 

 

 

ESPN.com 

MLB stock watch: Who is ready for a run? Which teams are stumbling? 

Bradford Doolittle 

 

Ah, September. All of the roster tweaks, on-field initiatives and crucial big-picture discussions in 

baseball since Game 7 of last year's epic World Series have put us in position for this. It's the 

race to the wire with much left to be decided. And when we get there, we hit reset and get 

ready to do it all over again, October-style. 

How we rated 'em 

A glossary of terms to better understand the shifts in projections for every club: 

• Power rating: Schedule and run-differential adjusted win-loss record prorated for 162 games 

• Monthly change: Change in power rating since the end of June; teams are listed in order by 

this change 

• Current playoff probability: Percentage chance a team makes the postseason, based on 10,000 

simulations of the remaining schedule and each team's power rating 
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• Probability entering month: Playoff probability at the beginning of the most recently 

completed month 

• Current temperature: Based on Bill James' formula for determining how "hot" or "cold" a team 

is at any given point in the schedule; 72° is average 

• Temperature entering month: Temperature at the beginning of the most recently completed 

month 

• Roster rating: Calculates the win value of the team's current roster, and is listed along with 

MLB rank by that metric 

As usual, teams in our monthly check-in have been ranked according to the change in their 

power rating since the last check-in. This time, we grouped them according to how teams are 

positioned in the postseason chase. Here are the definitions of those groups: 

Ready for a run: Teams that currently have an 80 percent or better chance at the playoffs, 

according to simulations. There are eight teams that meet this definition. Thus, these are 

almost certainly the clubs who will take eight of the 10 playoff slots. 

Still battling: Teams with a playoff probability between 10 and 80 percent. There are seven of 

them, and they are the ones scrambling for those last two spots. 

Mathematically alive: Teams with a playoff probably greater than zero but less than 10 percent. 

There are five teams in this group. For each you can say that, sure, anything is possible, but 

most likely, it's not going to happen. 

Looking ahead: This group is comprised of the 10 teams that missed the playoffs in all 10,000 of 

the simulations. Better luck next year. 
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Ready for a run 

Cleveland Indians 

Power rating: 103.7 (1) | Monthly change: 8.8 

Current playoff probability: 100.0% | Probability entering August: 95.7% 

Current temperature: 127.9° | Temperature entering August:79.7° 

Roster rating: 101.6 | Roster rank: 3 

The Indians have seized the top spot in my power ratings and seem to gather momentum with 

each passing game. Baseball's top pitching staff has been dominant in just about every facet of 

the game, even with Andrew Miller battling knee trouble. 

Chicago Cubs 

Power rating: 92.5 (7) | Monthly change: 7.3 

Current playoff probability: 86.3% | Probability entering August: 88.1% 

Current temperature: 79.6° | Temperature entering August:96.6° 

Roster rating: 96.4 | Roster rank: 4 

The defending champs enjoyed their best month of the season, and their underlying metrics 

look strong, especially with the Dodgers moving toward the NL pack. Still, Chicago hasn't yet 

put a headlock on its division, and one disastrous week could leave the Cubs in third place. 
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 Boston Red Sox 

Power rating: 89.6 (8) | Monthly change: 1.8 

Current playoff probability: 98.7% | Probability entering August:85.6% 

Current temperature: 70.8° | Temperature entering August:74.6° 

Roster rating: 95.3 | Roster rank: 6 

The Red Sox's lead over the Yankees is tenuous, even more so than a 3.5-game advantage 

suggests. The Yankees' roster value is virtually the same as Boston's, and the Yankees have an 

easier remaining schedule based on the power ratings here. Still, in the average simulation, 

Boston wins the AL East by a couple of games. 

Arizona Diamondbacks 

Power rating: 95.3 (6) | Monthly change: -2.4 

Current playoff probability: 100.0% | Probability entering August: 90.6% 

Current temperature: 120.9° | Temperature entering August:68.6° 

Roster rating: 84.0 | Roster rank: 9 

The most amazing thing about Arizona's current win streak, which is nearing historical 

proportions in terms of run differential, is that the team had been cold for some time before it 

started. Arizona has been as high as 22 games over .500 but fell to just 10 games over after 

being swept at Minnesota in August. The D-backs have lost just once since then. 
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New York Yankees 

Power rating: 95.6 (5) | Monthly change: -3.7 

Current playoff probability: 93.9% | Probability entering August:92.8% 

Current temperature: 77.5° | Temperature entering August:78.4° 

Roster rating: 95.7 | Roster rank: 5 

Who predicted both of these things? 1. The Yankees would have one of the top five bullpens in 

baseball. 2. Chad Green would be the Yankees' best reliever. 

 Washington Nationals 

Power rating: 96.3 (4) | Monthly change: -3.8 

Current playoff probability: 100.0% | Probability entering August: 99.8% 

Current temperature: 96.1° | Temperature entering August: 81.5° 

Roster rating: 91.6 | Roster rank: 7 

According to fangraphs.com, during the first half, the Nationals finished dead last with minus-

0.9 reliever WAR. During the second half, the Nats rank fifth with 2.2. That's how you plug a 

hole and withstand an injury to somebody like Bryce Harper. 

 Houston Astros 

Power rating: 101.7 (2) | Monthly change: -5.7 

Current playoff probability: 100.0% | Probability entering August: 100.0% 
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Current temperature: 99.2° | Temperature entering August:65.5° 

Roster rating: 102.1 | Roster rank: 2 

Houston is hot again, and its post-Verlander roster rating is worth noting. Look out, Dodgers. 

 Los Angeles Dodgers 

Power rating: 97.8 (3) | Monthly change: -8.8 

Current playoff probability: 100.0% | Probability entering August: 100.0% 

Current temperature: 42.5° | Temperature entering August:116.4° 

Roster rating: 105.6 | Roster rank: 1 

Are the Dodgers still World Series favorites? Probably. But there are concerns, and while the 

current slump has hit all facets of the team, it's the rotation that needs to string some 

consistent outings together to alleviate anxieties about the October baseball to come. 

Still battling 

Baltimore Orioles 

Power rating: 83.2 (12) | Monthly change: 11.2 

Current playoff probability: 13.6% | Probability entering August:14.5% 

Current temperature: 91.1° | Temperature entering August: 93.8° 
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Roster rating: 83.0 | Roster rank: 12 

The Orioles have been baseball's hottest team since our last check-in, which was in the 

immediate aftermath of a trade deadline that drew universal scorn from the pundits (including 

this one.) Health has been a key factor: The Orioles currently have less value on the DL (by 

WAR) than any other team in baseball. 

 Los Angeles Angels 

Power rating: 82.3 (13) | Monthly change: 10.0 

Current playoff probability: 25.0% | Probability entering August:8.5% 

Current temperature: 90.8° | Temperature entering August:79.3° 

Roster rating: 82.3 | Roster rank: 14 

The Angels have baseball's sixth-toughest remaining schedule, but after the August deadline 

acquisitions of Justin Upton and Brandon Phillips, who could count out L.A.'s other team? This 

might be Mike Scioscia's finest hour. 

 Minnesota Twins 

Power rating: 80.6 (16) | Monthly change: 8.1 

Current playoff probability: 36.1% | Probability entering August: 4.4% 

Current temperature: 69.1° | Temperature entering August: 51.3° 

Roster rating: 77.9 | Roster rank: 18 
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Like the Orioles, the Twins have shown that drawing black-and-white conclusions from trade 

deadline decisions is of limited value. Byron Buxton's breakout has been one of baseball's best 

stories this season. 

 St. Louis Cardinals 

Power rating: 87.6 (9) | Monthly change: 4.6 

Current playoff probability: 31.2% | Probability entering August:17.8% 

Current temperature: 91.2° | Temperature entering August: 80.9° 

Roster rating: 83.4 | Roster rank: 11 

The Cardinals' superior run differential continues to keep them very much alive in the 

simulations, even while the front office continues to transition the big league roster to that 

which largely comprised Triple-A Memphis at the beginning of the season. 

 Texas Rangers 

Power rating: 84.3 (10) | Monthly change: 0.5 

Current playoff probability: 26.5% | Probability entering August:6.4% 

Current temperature: 86.6° | Temperature entering August:58.5° 

Roster rating: 75.8 | Roster rank: 21 

Did you know that Texas ranks fifth in starting pitcher WAR this season? Now you do. With 
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better bullpen performance earlier in the season and maybe a few more balls in play by the 

hitters, the Rangers would arguably be considered a better version than the team that won the 

AL West last season. 

 Milwaukee Brewers 

Power rating: 80.8 (15) | Monthly change: -4.4 

Current playoff probability: 12.7% | Probability entering August:11.1% 

Current temperature: 72.0° | Temperature entering August: 54.1° 

Roster rating: 80.5 | Roster rank: 15 

When we look at the breakouts of Jimmy Nelson, Corey Knebel, Chase Anderson and Zach 

Davies, at which point do we start to talk more about Milwaukee pitching coach Derek Johnson 

as one of the best in the business? The answer is that the point has long past: The Brewers rank 

eighth in all of baseball in ERA+. 

 Colorado Rockies 

Power rating: 83.8 (11) | Monthly change: -7.6 

Current playoff probability: 69.5% | Probability entering August:87.9% 

Current temperature: 64.5° | Temperature entering August:71.0° 

Roster rating: 78.0 | Roster rank: 17 

Let's define "luck" as the difference between a team's record (per 162 games) and what that 
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record should be based on run differential. The Rockies' win pace was 22 games ahead of their 

run profile at the end of April. Since then, the month-end figures have been 6.8, 7.1, 3.8 and, 

now, 1.5. In other words, you could say that the Rockies have found their level. Unfortunately, 

doing so moved them from the "Ready for a run" group to owning the best season record in this 

group, as the Rockies were baseball's second-coldest team since our last check-in. 

Mathematically alive 

 Pittsburgh Pirates 

Power rating: 75.2 (20) | Monthly change: 1.4 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.4% 

Current temperature: 79.8° | Temperature entering August: 56.1° 

Roster rating: 77.1 | Roster rank: 19 

The Pirates actually did make the postseason in one of the simulations, but you'd need another 

decimal point for it to show up here. There just isn't enough power or patience in their lineup. 

But you have to love the Bucs' organizational stability, with manager Clint Hurdle and GM Neal 

Huntington signing extensions. 

 Tampa Bay Rays 

Power rating: 80.8 (14) | Monthly change: -0.1 

Current playoff probability: 3.5% | Probability entering August:31.2% 
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Current temperature: 82.9° | Temperature entering August:73.4° 

Roster rating: 83.0 | Roster rank: 13 

Tampa Bay looked well-positioned in late July, but a 15-21 stretch has all but pushed the Rays 

out of the playoffs. They lost 10 of those games by two runs or fewer. And if you're hoping for 

one more push, it'll have to come against baseball's toughest remaining schedule. 

 Seattle Mariners 

Power rating: 79.4 (17) | Monthly change: -0.5 

Current playoff probability: 1.2% | Probability entering August:27.3% 

Current temperature: 62.0° | Temperature entering August: 85.1° 

Roster rating: 84.8 | Roster rank: 8 

You certainly can't accuse GM Jerry DiPoto of standing pat with an injury-ravaged pitching staff. 

Seattle has used 40 pitchers this season, five more than every other team and 11.4 more than 

the big league average. The Indians have used 20 pitchers. 

 Miami Marlins 

Power rating: 75.2 (19) | Monthly change: -4.1 

Current playoff probability: 0.3% | Probability entering August:4.0% 

Current temperature: 51.6° | Temperature entering August: 89.4° 
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Roster rating: 74.2 | Roster rank: 22 

It felt for a moment that Giancarlo Stanton's historic home run tear would be just enough to 

keep the Marlins in the wild-card race. But it's not, and the home run watch is all Marlins fans 

really have to look forward to. 

 Kansas City Royals 

Power rating: 70.9 (24) | Monthly change: -7.1 

Current playoff probability: 1.6% | Probability entering August:27.7% 

Current temperature: 64.8° | Temperature entering August: 75.0° 

Roster rating: 71.0 | Roster rank: 24 

When the Royals lose, they don't mess around. Kansas City has lost games by 11, 12 and 17 

runs in just the past nine games. After Monday's game, the Royals were at .500 despite a 

minus-70 run differential. If the season had ended that day, it would have been the fourth-

worst run differential by a team .500 or better in baseball history. Then they went out and lost 

13-2 at Detroit. 

Looking ahead 

 Toronto Blue Jays 

Power rating: 73.4 (21) | Monthly change: 7.5 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:1.2% 
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Current temperature: 54.4° | Temperature entering August: 80.7° 

Roster rating: 83.5 | Roster rank: 10 

More than any other team, if you went back and replayed this season from the beginning, you'd 

peg the Blue Jays as the club most likely to do better than what it has done. Still, there are 

some hard decisions that need to made about this aging unit moving forward. Thankfully, the 

news from the minors on guys such as Bo Bichette and Vladimir Guerrero Jr. is enough to keep 

things from seeming too gloomy. 

 Cincinnati Reds 

Power rating: 75.8 (18) | Monthly change: 5.7 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August: 0.0% 

Current temperature: 79.1° | Temperature entering August: 59.1° 

Roster rating: 73.5 | Roster rank: 23 

The Reds rank in the top 10 by WAR at four positions, which I've noted before, but rank last in 

starter WAR and 29th in the bullpen. Yet the staff has missed bats, and lately, young Robert 

Stephenson has looked like a new guy. There are a lot of prospect arms on the September 

roster, giving Reds fans plenty to watch this month to see if Joey Votto & Co. could have some 

much-needed help on the way. 

 San Diego Padres 

Power rating: 62.4 (30) | Monthly change: 4.4 
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Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.0% 

Current temperature: 66.7° | Temperature entering August: 79.3° 

Roster rating: 63.3 | Roster rank: 29 

There is a long developmental road ahead for an improving organization, but for now, we're left 

to marvel at how well manager Andy Green has done to keep this influx roster competitive all 

season. 

 San Francisco Giants 

Power rating: 64.8 (28) | Monthly change: 3.7 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August: 0.0% 

Current temperature: 36.4° | Temperature entering August:48.4° 

Roster rating: 76.1 | Roster rank: 20 

Right now, the simulations have the Giants finishing with an average of 62 wins and earning the 

top pick in the next draft. While we see if they can fend off the White Sox and Phillies for that 

honor, at least we'll have that video of Bruce Bochy sitting on the Iron Throne to keep us warm 

through the winter. 

 Philadelphia Phillies 

Power rating: 69.0 (26) | Monthly change: 3.1 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.0% 
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Current temperature: 75.3° | Temperature entering August: 76.1° 

Roster rating: 71.0 | Roster rank: 25 

With J.P. Crawford in the majors, with a hit under his belt already, the future continues to take 

shape in real time for the Phillies. This is a team that needs to splurge on some short-term deals 

for pitching this winter to bridge the gap between the young hurlers in the system and the near 

present, with a position-player group that might be ready to do some damage. 

 Oakland Athletics 

Power rating: 67.2 (27) | Monthly change: 0.3 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.2% 

Current temperature: 33.3° | Temperature entering August: 71.1° 

Roster rating: 70.9 | Roster rank: 26 

Could the Bay Area have two 100-loss teams this season? It might happen. The A's have done a 

lot more to brighten their future than the Giants during these lost seasons, but the big league 

product at present looks pretty ragged. 

 Atlanta Braves 

Power rating: 69.9 (25) | Monthly change: -4.7 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.0% 
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Current temperature: 50.9° | Temperature entering August:46.5° 

Roster rating: 64.8 | Roster rank: 28 

This has largely been a lackluster season for the Braves, their first at SunTrust Park. Still, when 

you look at the number of under-25 players who have gotten their feet wet this season, there's 

a good chance we'll look back at 2017 as the campaign in which the Braves' next era of 

excellence began to take shape. The Braves will be a popular sleeper pick heading into 2018. 

 New York Mets 

Power rating: 72.6 (22) | Monthly change: -5.1 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:0.2% 

Current temperature: 38.9° | Temperature entering August:57.0° 

Roster rating: 78.4 | Roster rank: 16 

This is currently baseball's most stupefying team. Matt Harvey on short rest? Oh, wait, you 

changed your mind? Of course! We can point to the injuries all we want, but it's time for this 

team to do some serious internal evaluation when it comes to organizational processes. 

 Chicago White Sox 

Power rating: 63.9 (29) | Monthly change: -6.2 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August: 0.0% 

Current temperature: 54.8° | Temperature entering August: 36.4° 
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Roster rating: 57.2 | Roster rank: 30 

The White Sox are bringing prospects Eloy Jimenez and Michael Kopech to Chicago on 

Wednesday to look around the ballpark and meet the media. They aren't being added to the 

roster or anything. It's a savvy move, really, to remind the fans that what they are watching on 

the field right now is largely irrelevant. 

Detroit Tigers 

Power rating: 71.1 (23) | Monthly change: -7.4 

Current playoff probability: 0.0% | Probability entering August:4.6% 

Current temperature: 46.5° | Temperature entering August: 77.6° 

Roster rating: 68.0 | Roster rank: 27 

And so the rebuild begins. 

 

 

 


